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She usually bought her own parts for her computer. The operating software was also developed for the 
Red Alliance. 
 
The parts were not sold outside. 
 
However, the system was smooth and definitely better than the computer systems on the market. 
 
“Uh. Spoiled?” 
 
“The disk is broken.” 
 
Nie Mi couldn’t figure out which disk in the computer was broken. He nodded and said, “Okay, I’ll 
transfer the money to you later.” 
 
Qiao Nian smiled. It was like a breeze blowing across a lake, relaxing and easy. “No need. It’s just a small 
sum.” 
 
Seeing that she didn’t mind, Nie Mi did not insist on paying her. He only remembered this matter in his 
heart and decided that if Qiao Nian did not accept the money, he would give her another gift as a 
substitute. A glint appeared in the depths of his turbid eyes as he brought up the topic again. “Have you 
thought of what to perform during the school opening ceremony?” 
 
Qiao Nian felt a headache coming on at the mention of this. 
 
She originally thought that she would be able to dodge the bullet if Song Tian wanted to go up, but she 
didn’t expect to still fall into the pit. 
 
She did not hide anything from him and told him the result of the discussion. “Nirvana.” 
 
Nie Mi was speechless. 
 
“A solo dancer in the faculty asked me to accompany her. She chose Nirvana because she liked Zhui 
Guang,” she explained again. 
 
This explanation did not do much. 
 
Nie Mi rubbed his temple and felt a little helpless. He looked at her and wanted to laugh, but he held it 
in and said, “Then, you’re finished. Your classmates will know your identity when the opening ceremony 
is over.” 
 
Actually, Qiao Nian only wanted to attend university in peace. However, this kind of thing could not be 
avoided. There were only a few people in the Chinese Medicine Faculty. They couldn’t possibly forfeit, 
right? 
 
Moreover, it was obvious that Song Tian had mustered the courage to help when she mentioned this 
matter. She had always hoped that Chinese Medicine would be known by more people. This was a piece 



of cake to her, and the worst-case scenario would just be that people would know that she was Zhui 
Guang. 
 
“It doesn’t matter.” Qiao Nian shrugged her shoulders, still looking sloppy and unconcerned. 
 
Nie Mi did not take this to heart and mentioned something else to her. “Nian Nian, you haven’t written 
a new song in a long time. Wen Ruxia came to me to persuade me to ask you to help her write a new 
song. It’s a positive project... See if you’re free. If you’re not, I’ll help you decline.” 
 
Nie Mi then told her about Wen Ruxia’s project. 
 
Qiao Nian neither agreed nor rejected him. She only told him to wait until school started. 
 
... 
 
Meanwhile. 
 
The Jiang family. 
 
Jiang Li rushed home in the evening after hearing from his manager that Jiang Xianrou was going to play 
Zhui Guang’s ‘Nirvana’ on the piano during the school opening ceremony. 
 
Jiang Zongnan had also just returned from work and was having dinner at home. 
 
Jiang Xianrou and Tang Wanru were both there. 
 
All the prestigious families paid attention to their upbringing. They did not talk while eating, so everyone 
did not chat much at the dining table. They sat in their respective seats and ate quietly. 
 
Jiang Li barged in almost as soon as he parked. 
 
“Second Young Master is back.” The maid happily went over to help him carry his things when she saw 
that he was back. 
 
Seeing him coming in like a gust of wind, Jiang Zongnan frowned and said unhappily, “Jiang Li, what are 
you doing? Why didn’t you call in advance...” 
 
Jiang Li ignored him and walked over to Jiang Xianrou. He stood in front of her with a dark expression. “I 
heard that you’re going to play Zhui Guang’s song at the school opening ceremony? Why?” 
 
Jiang Xianrou placed her chopsticks on the bowl. She did not understand why he came home just to fight 
with her. Why? She was unhappy. She pulled a long face and lowered her eyes as if she didn’t 
understand. “What do you mean ‘why’?” 


